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Laney Hill is screwed. On the bed. On the treadmill. On the hood of a BMW. And on her boss’s desk. Then
she’s screwed again when she steps into the free clinic and finds out she has gonorrhea. That dirty prick gave
her gonorrhea! She’s totally going to break up with him...until he breaks up with her...because he’s married!
A spur of the moment date with her hot musician neighbor, Kade Masters, goes from smoking hot to red-hot
disaster in two seconds flat. Then, a night out drinking with friends leads to a fateful--yet awkwardly-sloppy-kiss between her and her best friend George Bratton. Laney is ready to go into hibernation-mode, when
George receives an invitation to his ex-girlfriend's destination wedding in London. Self-destructive George
and gonorrhea survivor Laney make a deal to go as each other’s dates. It will make great material for
Laney’s “Anti-Romance” blog and maybe it will help George finally get over his ex. Pushing aside thoughts
of Kade, and his "big engine that could", Laney jumps at the chance to escape to the magical land of the
royal family. But her magical vacation soon turns into a royal, steaming pile of lies.
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From reader reviews:
Isaias McGee:
Do you have favorite book? For those who have, what is your favorite's book? Reserve is very important
thing for us to find out everything in the world. Each book has different aim as well as goal; it means that
book has different type. Some people feel enjoy to spend their time and energy to read a book. They may be
reading whatever they acquire because their hobby is usually reading a book. What about the person who
don't like examining a book? Sometime, person feel need book once they found difficult problem or maybe
exercise. Well, probably you will require this Anti-Romance.

Cheryl Waller:
Reading a guide tends to be new life style in this era globalization. With reading you can get a lot of
information that could give you benefit in your life. Together with book everyone in this world can certainly
share their idea. Textbooks can also inspire a lot of people. Plenty of author can inspire their very own reader
with their story as well as their experience. Not only situation that share in the textbooks. But also they write
about the information about something that you need illustration. How to get the good score toefl, or how to
teach your sons or daughters, there are many kinds of book which exist now. The authors on this planet
always try to improve their skill in writing, they also doing some investigation before they write on their
book. One of them is this Anti-Romance.

Carl Brinkley:
Do you have something that that suits you such as book? The book lovers usually prefer to pick book like
comic, brief story and the biggest one is novel. Now, why not attempting Anti-Romance that give your
enjoyment preference will be satisfied by reading this book. Reading addiction all over the world can be said
as the way for people to know world a great deal better then how they react in the direction of the world. It
can't be explained constantly that reading routine only for the geeky particular person but for all of you who
wants to be success person. So , for every you who want to start studying as your good habit, you may pick
Anti-Romance become your personal starter.

Louis Ono:
As a scholar exactly feel bored to help reading. If their teacher inquired them to go to the library or to make
summary for some e-book, they are complained. Just very little students that has reading's heart and soul or
real their passion. They just do what the teacher want, like asked to the library. They go to right now there
but nothing reading very seriously. Any students feel that reading through is not important, boring and also
can't see colorful pictures on there. Yeah, it is being complicated. Book is very important to suit your needs.
As we know that on this era, many ways to get whatever we really wish for. Likewise word says, ways to
reach Chinese's country. So , this Anti-Romance can make you experience more interested to read.
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